Handwriting practice u-y lower case

Name _____________________________
Handwriting practice letter z lower case and review a-z lower case

Review.

Write your name.
Handwriting practice F-J upper case

Name _____________________________
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Handwriting practice letter Z and review A-Z upper case

Name _____________________________
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Handwriting practice letter Z and review A-Z upper case

Name _____________________________

Review.

A B C D E F G H

I J K L M N O P Q

R S T U V W X Y Z

Write your name.

____________________________________
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Tips to help promote fine motor skills.

- Encourage children to participate in sports and games that could improve visual, motor, and coordination skills, such as playing ball, jacks, marbles, and outdoor sports.
- Require children and teens to use silverware when eating to develop hand grip.
- Provide an activity that exercises the hands, such as cutting pie dough or pizza and using cookie cutters.
- Encourage writing handwritten letters to grandparents and friends.
- Provide lacing activities such as large beads or macaroni.

A note about the handwriting fonts used in this activity.

www.tlsbooks.com has purchased a license from http://www.educationalfontware.com that allows us to use their fonts for worksheets we produce.

The OZ Manuscript style font used in this document is a trademark of Educational Fontware, Inc (EFI).

The OZ Manuscript font is similar to Zaner-Bloser Traditional©-style font. OZ Manuscript font (by EFI) is not endorsed by Zaner-Bloser.

All worksheets are intended to supplement educational materials your child is currently using.